ioo	SYNTAX
He refused to adopt the Restrictive Theory, and impose a numerical
limit on the Bank's issues, and which he again protested against in
1833.—H. D. MACLEOD.
Wrong. The 'and which* clause is non-defining; none of the
three possible antecedents ('Theory', 'limit', 'imposition') will
give a non-defining clause.
The great obstacle ... is the religion of Europe, and which has
unhappily been colonially introduced into America.—beaconsfield.
This illustrates an important point. 'Of Europe' gives the
defining clause 'that prevails in Europe'; the coordination
therefore requires that the 'and which' clause should define.
Now a defining clause must contain no word that is not meant
to contribute to definition; if, then, the 'and which' clause
defines, the writer wishes to distinguish the religion in question,
not only from those European religions that have not been
colonially introduced into America, but also from those
European religions that have been introduced, but whose intro-
duction is not a matter for regret; that is the only defining mean-
ing that 'unhappily' can bear, and unless we accept this inter-
pretation the clause is non-defining.—We shall allude to this
sentence again in d., where the possibilities of parenthesis in a
defining clause are discussed.
It may seem strange that this important place should not have been
conferred on Vaca de Castro, already on the spot, and who had shown
himself so well qualified to fill it.—prescott.
One of our 'few and undesirable exceptions', in which the
clause-equivalent is non-defining ('who was already on the
spot'); for a person's name can only require a defining clause
to distinguish him from others of the same name.. The sentence
is an ugly one, even if we remove the 'and who' clause; but the
coordination is right.
(iii) Insubordination.
The struggler, the poor clerk, mechanic, poorer musician, artist, or
actor, feels no right to intrude, and who quickly falls from a first
transient resentment . . .—Daily Telegraph.
Such a person may reside there with absolute safety, unless it

